Your Arris Projection Wall sign assembly features a two-part aluminum mounting bracket. When shipped from arris, the flat track that is attached to the wall surface will be contained within the rectangular shaped aluminum channel.

1. Remove the injection molded cap from the bottom of the rectangular aluminum channel and then remove the inner mounting track.

2. Mark and pre-drill two or more screw holes in the mounting track.

3. Position the track on the wall surface at the desired installation location and make sure it is plumb. Also make sure mounting surface is smooth so as to avoid distorting track when tightening. Whenever possible, locate track so that it can be anchored to metal or wooden wall stud for maximum strength.

4. Securely attach mounting track to wall surface with appropriate screws and wall anchors as necessary.

5. With mounting track securely in place, the Arris projection wall sign assembly may be attached to the track by sliding the bottom of the square channel down onto the track as shown. Once the sign assembly is in place, you may replace the injection molded cap at the bottom of the square channel.